A published module
or programme
specification is an
important document
and must be
safeguarded.
If anybody wants to
change the content,
we must ensure that
the right approvals
are gained.

CRIATE
Course Related Information AT Exeter

“How do we deal with changes to our programme and module specifications?”

The University’s homepage has
been viewed more than 4 million
times over the last 12 months.
The website will soon show data
directly from iPaMS on all course
pages, which must be accurate.
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Published Specification

What are we trying to achieve?
An environment where all teams work more closely on
the development of programme and module
specifications.

Somebody wants to make a change to a published
specification. They look it up in iPaMS, press Edit and change
the relevant sections.
Changes are saved to a draft version; the published version is
untouched.

An ability to re-use academic information for marketing
purposes, which can be a big timesaver and ensure we
are always marketing the most recent information.
A robust mechanism for approving changes and
ensuring the right people are involved and informed.

Draft Version
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How much is in iPaMS?

All actions and data in the
approval process is audited on
the iPaMS server, so the
provenance of any programme or
module description can be
demonstrated quickly, easily and
accurately.

Request approval

Declare what type
of changes you
have made using
“Change Tags”

4,174 separate modules, with
10,316 yearly descriptions
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(Optional)
Override default
choice and
provide reason
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Start approval process

677 separate programmes,
with 2,177 yearly descriptions
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Tailor the list
of approvers
to the
discipline or
unit

iPaMS
suggests the
appropriate
approval
process
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Newly approved specification is immediately published—old version is archived

Make a change

iPaMS is Exeter’s programme and
module description database,
developed in-house using Zend
Framework (PHP, MySQL, Apache and
Linux)

For further
information, contact
Sam Daly,
Project Manager
s.daly@exeter.ac.uk

Appropriate people
inspect, modify and
approve the
changes

When fully approved,
the published
specification is replaced
with the new version
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